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Condor unwraps new passenger experience
for its A330neo fleet

Condor's Business Class Prime Seat on its A330neo long-haul aircraft is among a range of new
passenger experience enhancements

Condor has begun offering passengers flying Business Class on its A330neo long-haul aircraft its news
Prime Seat. The Prime Seats in the front row of the cabin offer even more space, a full-lie-flat sleeper
seats, which can be converted into a 1.99-meter-long flat bed, opposite seating, a 24-inch 4K monitor,
with a screen diagonal of over 60 cm and Bluetooth functionality allowing the usage of personal
wireless headphones. Additional features include an opposite seating option and a sweet and salty
snack basket which is served and remains at the seat throughout the flight. the Prime Seat also
comes with a free internet package for unlimited text messaging. Each passenger also has direct
access to the aisle, generous storage areas and a cocktail table.

Every seat is also equipped with a USB A/C port or socket.

Condor passengers can also enjoy a completely transformed and extensive in-flight entertainment
program, with 250 movies and 260 series free of charge. Added to this are programs from ARD Plus
and the popular animated series SimsalaGrimm, which brings classic stories by the Brothers Grimm,
Hans Christian Andersen and 1001 Nights to life.

https://www.condor.com/
https://www.ardplus.de/
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Through the cooperation with ARD Plus, content includes classics such as Tatort, Mord mit Aussicht
and Polizeiruf 110." The selection for kids is also bigger than ever, with episodes of Wissen macht Ah
or Im Fußballfieber mit der Maus.

Via "FlyConnect," guests on board the new A330neo can add high-speed broadband Internet and
choose from three different data packages.

Further details of Economy cabins will be released in the coming months.


